
ETRUSCAN LANGUAGE STUDIES 
AND MODERN PHONOLOGY: 

THE PROBLEM OF THE ASPIRATES

A. Th e mu l t il in g u a l  me t h o d

Linguists in antiquity were often characterized by incredible versatility, 
mastering and writing on not only grammar but also the other έλευθερίαι 
έπιστήµαι; even the range of a Mommsen pales somewhat beside that of 
Cato or Varrò or indeed the grammarian Nigidius Figulus, who, apart from 
explaining for posterity the meaning of words such as nixurire, has left us 
inter alia a Sphaera, an έφήµερος βροντοσκοπία and a De Animalibus. By modern 
standards Etruscologists are often pretty versatile people; in fact a student of 
the Etruscan language is often a little at home in archaeology, epigraphy, history 
and philology as well as linguistics. It is probably due to this diversification 
of interests that the salient characteristic both of recent theoretical discussions 
of the place of modern linguistics in Etruscology (1) and of recent studies of 
Etruscan phonology (2) is a less than intensive familiarity on the part of their 
authors with the modern linguistics they are supposed to be applying to Etruscan 
studies. One is too often reminded of van de Velde’s remark that « die Sprach-
wissenschaftler alten Typs zu viel Philologen, die Philologen traditioneller Art 
zu wenig Linguisten gewesen sind» (3).

It should be evident to all but the reactionary that the contribution of sound 
general linguistic theory to Etruscan studies is as important as the contribution 
of sound epigraphy or modern archaeology. And that, despite recent claims 
to the contrary, includes modern linguistic terminology, since exact terminology 
is an aid to a clear understanding of linguistic structure: the word grapheme for 
instance, so often ridiculed by non-linguists, was not invented simply to throw 
smoke in the faces of the uninitiated (any more than traditional jargon such as 
instrumental or oratio obliqua), but to enable the scientist to make certain important 
distinctions not possible in everyday language, such as type vs. token, written 
language vs. spoken language.

(1) A. J. Pf if f ig , Sprache XVIII, 1972, pp. 163-187 ; better Rix, Kadmos X, 1971, pp. 150- 
170, reviewed by Cr is t o f a n i, St. Etr. XL, 1972, pp. 585-589.

(2) A. J. Pf if f ig , Etr. Sprache, 1969, pp. 15-68; d e Simo n e , Entleh. II.
(3) Ling. Berichte IV, 1969, pp. 60-69.
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At all events, it is regrettable that certain elementary points of phonological 
theory are overlooked by the experts in the field. One author gives a very useful 
discussion of the Etruscan sounds (4) but shows a cavalier indifference to the 
distinction between functional and non-functional phonetic variation (phoneme 
and allophone) and fails to realize that transcriptions of Etruscan in foreign 
alphabets give some phonetic information but not necessarily phonemic in-
formation. The same author confuses the concept of archiphoneme with that of 
phoneme (5). Another experienced Etruscologist contributes an immensely 
important discussion of Greek loans in Etruscan, but some reservations are in 
order over the theoretical basis of this study, since insufficient attention is per-
haps paid to typical phenomena of loanword phonology (6).

It is paradoxical that the basic concepts of traditional (especially Prague) 
phonology are only now shakily making their way into Etruscan language 
studies, when some of them have (wrongly, I feel) been ostracized from much 
of modern linguistics for over a decade. So it is hardly surprising that generative 
phonology and its would-be successors are not utilized by Etruscologists; and 
yet, when stripped of its extravagances, generative phonology is by no means 
as inapplicable to Etruscan as one author suggests (7) : for instance setting up 
pre-syncope abstract representations can be of considerable aid in understanding 
the structure of Etruscan names, and the generative format is often very suitable 
for a realistic statement of morphophonemic information in Etruscan. It may 
not be fully realized by some Etruscologists (nor indeed by some of the more 
ardent transformationalists!) that generative phonology is not a substitute for 
traditional phonology (its rejection of an autonomous phonemic level is quite 
mistaken, as is more and more admitted) but rather focuses attention on a different 
area of linguistic competence ; the old problems of segmentation and distribution 
afe still with us and still worthy of attention, in fact the more so in view of 
their current neglect.

However it is not the purpose of this paper to exhort Etruscan language 
specialists to familiarize themselves with the solid acquisitions of recent and not 
so recent phonological theory, but rather to suggest a corollary to the mere 
application of that theory, an additional weapon which I feel should increase 
our understanding of the phonology of dead languages in general and Etruscan 
in particular, and bring us a step nearer solution of some of the seemingly inso-
luble problems thereof. Following the current baptismal vogue, I shall call 
it the « multilingual method », and let me say at once that it does not replace

(4) Porne, op. cit. ftnote 2.
(5) Sprache XVIII, 1972, p. 180.
(6) For some suggestions see my review in JHS XCI, 1971, p. 166 ff.
(7) Sprache XVIII, 1972, p. 182.
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any of the existing methods (8) any more than structural linguistics replaces 
say the combinatory method or vice versa; they each have their own function.

When reading Trombetti’s Lingua Etrusca one notices a trait missing in 
almost all post-war work on Etruscan, namely reference to languages not familiar 
to the traditional philologist or Indo-Europeanist, sometimes more or less exotic 
languages even. Thus in § 69 for instance Trombetti sees fit to « explain » Etr. 
menaye by comparing (mainly) verbs with the general meaning « give » showing 
an m in the root from the following languages: Fanti, Chi, Wolof, Nama, 
Masai, Kaffa, Coptic, Artshi, Basque, Ostyak, Vogul, Samoyed, Santali, Khasi 
Chinese, Penutian, Choctaw, Fox and finally Gothic! There may of course 
be elements of truth somewhere in all this, but few would deny that the overall 
effect is that of a reductio ad absurdum of the etymological method: most of 
the cognates are as irrelevant as the Gilbertian flowers that bloom in the spring, 
and indeed both the etymological method and Trombetti’s monogenetic 
theories are now understandably out of favour in most circles (9).

The « multilingual method » here proposed demands the application of 
evidence from as wide a spectrum of languages as Trombetti once utilized, 
but of course to a different end. In the phonological and especially phonetic 
study of dead languages we are notoriously at a disadvantage vis-à-vis our 
colleagues who can spectrographically analyze specially constructed utterances 
of their informants: we have to take what we get and try to second guess the 
phonetic and phonemic reality that lies behind an orthographic system (10).

Sound graphemic theory (11) is of course a prime requisite, but this should 
be, far more than it has been in the past, supported by a thorough familiarity 
with the behaviour of the phonetic phenomenon in question in the languages 
of the world, not only as a control for the « naturalness » of hypotheses that 
suggest themselves as logical explanations of graphemic phenomena, but also 
so that a broader linguistic awareness on the part of the researcher may suggest 
various further hitherto unrealized possibilities. This linguistic awareness may 
be achieved only by examining a good cross-section of languages characterized 
by the phenomenon under consideration, or, in those fortunate instances in 
which the information is already processed and available, by consultation of 
a language «universals» publication on the topic (12). Of course it is always

(8) And especially not the adequate philological documentation of the evidence, which 
is the necessary departure for all linguistic work: see Fiorelli’s wickedly humorous note 
in SLI II, 1961, pp. 169-170.

(9) The latter reappear with Sw a d e s h  (see the Origin and Diversification of Language, 
1971) and some of his pupils.

(10) See I. Fis c h e r , St. Clas. IV ,1962, pp. 5-17.
(11) See e.g. Pe n z l , Studies presented to J. Whatmough, 1957, p. 197; Proc. XI Int. Congr. 

Linguists (Bologna 1972), Preprints, p. 1176 ff.
(12) There is in existence a long term project to store such information on computer 

tape, but for some time to come the research will have to be conducted by more traditional 
methods.
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possible that our dead language is unique in the particular aspect under exami-
nation (13); enlightened universals research would not deny this: for most 
universals ot more than trivial interest are better and more cautiously defined 
«high statistical probabilities» (14). In any event, I would maintain that the 
naturalness of any particular phonetic or phonological trait is a relevant part of 
our total knowledge of a dead language, and, in arguable cases, worthy of at 
least some consideration in an overall appraisal of the evidence; i.e. if theory A 
produces a situation three times as common as that implied by theory B, we 
should both realize this and take it into account. Let us take a concrete example. 
Some languages have a phonological opposition between bilabial and labiodental 
fricatives (Ewe is usually cited here) ; there is even some evidence for such a 
contrast for stops. The dead language phonologist should be aware both of 
the existence of such contrasts in the languages of the world and of their relative 
statistical probability; he should also realize that labiodental nasals are far 
commoner than either as phonetic segments, but rarer or perhaps non-occurring 
as phonemic segments.

In diachronic Indo-European linguistics exemplification of proposed sound 
changes has been practised to a certain extent, although most of the parallels went 
no further than the (admittedly considerable) repertory of the Romance lan-
guages. It is my suggestion here that the method should be extended to the 
synchronic field and should be more systematic, in that it should cover language 
in general rather than just those languages with which a particular researcher is 
personally familiar. In other words we need a comprehensive and formalized 
version of what any linguist does in a subconscious and often haphazard way, 
namely apply his general knowledge and experience of what is possible or li-
kely in the structure of a language. Any linguistic hypothesis gains by proper 
contextualization in the overall picture of universal language tendencies; in 
the case of a dead language, where the number of unknowns is relatively high, 
this contextualization becomes a highly useful research method. In this way 
Etruscan phonologists would bring a degree of perspective to their work, even 
if it is overly ambitious to aim at a linguistic experience as broad as that of a 
Trombetti. Labov put it well (15): «When we are truly at home in the present, 
we will be more at home in the past ». In linguistics too we should proceed 
in the words of Ed. Norden, « vom Bekannten der Moderne auf Unbekanntes 
der Antike ».

To illustrate the sort of application this « multilingual method » may have

(13) The phonological system of proto-Indo-European would, by some accounts, 
contain various oddities, which have recently been under discussion on these grounds. One 
could do no better than to cite R. Ja k o b s o n , Selected Writings I2, 1971, p. 528. who mentions 
some of them and says : ‘ A conflict between the reconstructed state of a language and the 
general laws which typology discovers makes the reconstruction questionable. ’

(14) Cp. Ma r t in e t , Polia Ling. I, 1967, p. 126.
(15) Proc. XI Int. Congr. Linguists (Bologna), Preprints p. 1112. 
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to Etruscan, I take this opportunity to amplify the remarks made by Pfiffig in 
illustrating his discussion of modern linguistics in Etruscan.

Etruscan has in actual use two series of graphemes for the plosives, derived 
from the (West) Greek graphemes π, τ, κ (also γ, Ç), φ, θ, ψ, i.e. χ; at the time 
the Etruscans took over these graphemes, they represented a basic correlation 
of aspiration in most if not all Greek dialects. The fact that Etruscan has not 
drawn on Greek for a third series of plosives (dead letters of the models), and 
the fact that it uses c < γ as a contextual variant of κ ~ Ç in certain areas in the 
early period, suggest that, at the time of the adoption of the Greek alphabet, 
Etruscan had no correlation of voice for the stops (which is not the same thing 
as saying it had no voiced stops, but only that it had no distinctively voiced 
stops). Other explanations for the lack of mediae in Etruscan are conceivable 
but less likely. That aspiration was one of the phonetic characteristics that di-
stinguished the two series of Etruscan plosives and probably the most important 
one, i.e. the primary cue that can give its name to the distinctive feature of the 
correlation, is also clear from the Latin transcriptions of the transitional period 
such as La r t h ia , Th a n n ia , An c h a r ia , etc.

However, alternation between the two series of graphemes is at least in 
the post-archaic period widespread, and it is consequently a difficult task to de-
cide what phonological and phonetic reality lies behind the spellings, since the 
percentage of variation far exceeds that which could with any probability be 
attributed to non-phonetically motivated spelling errors, even granted the 
relatively humble intellectual attainments of certain of the authors of our in-
scriptions.

In order to assess the evidence and place it in a linguistic perspective, we 
should before anything else try to find out how aspiration works in language 
in general, according to the principle discussed in the introduction to this paper. 
Unfortunately cross-language evidence for aspiration is often rather contra-
dictory, so that abstracting linguistic tendencies is a somewhat complex un-
dertaking.

B. Th e g e n e r a l  l in g u is t ic  e v id e n c e

1. Voice
We may be almost certain that Etruscan φ, θ, χ were voiceless rather than 

voiced stops. Aspiration occurs most frequently after voiceless stops in the 
languages of the world (although it is by no means unknown after other sounds : 
note e.g. Burmese san « example », shan « rice »), so the situation suggested by the 
face-value interpretation of the Etruscan graphemic evidence would be perfectly 
normal. The so-called voiced aspirates of many Indo-Aryan languages may be 
considered from the structural point of view simply to show a conditioned 
variant of the aspiration feature, but phonetically they are widely held to involve 
a rather different phonaton proicess. Apart from being much rarer than voiceless 
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aspirates, these voiced stops with « murmured » aspiration generally only 
occur in a system also possessing normal voiceless aspirates, and in those lan-
guages where a four series system is in the process of being reduced to a three 
series system, such as Assamese and Kumaoni, it is at the expense of the voiced 
aspirates. So it would be unwise to foist into Etruscan the phonological rarity 
of a T - (M -) MA system (16) such as that posited by some (17) for certain types 
of Proto-Indo-European.

2. Quantification of aspiration - Loanword phonology

It is important to realize that even so-called unaspirated stops (whether 
functioning in a correlation of voice, tensity or aspiration) are in fact often 
very lightly aspirated at least in certain phonetic contexts, though considerably 
less so than aspirated stops: in other words aspiration is a physical continuum 
and plus aspiration means a lot of aspiration, minus aspiration little or none. 
The « puff of air » notoriously associated with aspiration varies in duration and 
intensity. It is possible to measure the time taken from the explosion of the 
voiceless stop until the beginning of voicing of the following vowel; this has 
been done for a sample group of eleven languages (18), and it has been found 
that in these languages (19) phonetically aspirated stops in word initial position 
had an average voicing lag duration of about seven times that of unaspirated 
stops; there was however some overlap between the top end of the duration 
range of the lag in unaspirated stops and the bottom end of the range in aspirated 
stops. The duration of aspiration varies considerably from language to language 
and from speaker to speaker and indeed instance to instance within the same 
language, so that the average aspiration following (phoncmically) unaspirated k 
for the Cantonese informant in the experiment cited was practically twice as 
long as that following k for the Hindi informant (20). There are surely similar 
variations in the intensity of aspiration (amount of frication), but this parameter 
has not received sufficient attention as yet, either per se or from the point of 
view of cue hierarchy.

Whether or not such discrepancies between languages are to blame, there 
are a number of irregularities in the Etruscan rendering of the Greek aspirated and 
unaspirated stops in loans. In any case, confusion between plosive correlations 
is not unusual in loanword phonology: in Korean English baloon is transcribed 
with lax p, boxing with intensive p, garage with lax k, golf with intensive fe, etc.;

(16) In pre-1940 Madurese orthography one found p - b - bh, but the last represents 
a voiceless stop with ‘ indifferent tension ’ (St e v e n s , Madurese Phon, and Morph., 1968, p. 38) 
and strong aspiration.

(17) See now Pe e t e r s , KZ LXXXV, 1971, pp. 1-4.
(18) Lis k e r -Ab r a ms o n , Word XX, 1964, pp. 384-422.
(19) Reports for other languages are of course generally less precise and do not distin-

guish duration and intensity: descriptions of Sinhalese (Co a t e -De s il v a , Univ, of Ceylon 
Review XVIII, 1960, 163 and Senadi (We l me r s , Lang. XXVI, 1950, p. 126 ff): ‘ more than 
French, less than English ’ suggest the possibility of an intermediate degree.

(20) They agreed in the case of t, while for p the Hindi ‘ aspiration ’ was half as long 
again as that in Cantonese.
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in English loanwords in Swahili (21) « while examples of both voicing and 
devoicing occur, no regular pattern is apparent ». Straightforward phonetic 
identifications may be disturbed by structural facts in the two languages involved, 
giving rise to identifications that are most easily stated in terms of underlying 
representations: thus the failure of Indians to render English aspirated stops 
by their own aspirates may in part be due to their Indianizing analysis of the 
English voiceless fricatives as having voiceless aspirates as underlying representa-
tions, thus only leaving their T available to render the English phonetic TA (22). 
However, it is difficult to see how such non-surface interpretations could affect 
Etruscan-Greek or Etruscan-Latin phonemic correspondences.

Reports on various languages (23) with distinctive aspiration suggest that 
when aspiration is phonemic, it is often more marked than when it is merely 
allophonic; thus in Georgian, according to Vogt (24), «les sourdes aspirées 
sont characterisées par une aspiration extrêmement violente, de beaucoup plus 
forte que l’espiration des sourdes germaniques ».

3. Allophony.

Aspiration tends to be stronger in initial and/or pre-tonic position antevo- 
calically. In Korean (25) the duration of phonemic aspiration in medial position is 
about half what it is in initial position. In English phonetic aspiration is only strong 
before an accented vowel, elsewhere it is weak. In Kirghiz (26) p tk are aspirat-
ed initially but not elsewhere. In Tunica (27) aspiration is stronger preceding 
a stressed vowel than elsewhere; in Bengali it is «stronger initially than me-
dially » (28), and in the Chittagong dialect (29) the voiceless dental and cerebral 
are aspirated initially before vowels with falling accent but not aspirated medially 
or finally. Another possibility is illustrated by Lhasa Tibetan, where the aspirates 
(which do not occur as the syllable coda) are post-aspirated (i.e. normal) word 
initially but pre-aspirated elsewhere (30). On the other hand in certain Tuscan 
dialects of modern Italian t is aspirated medially but not initially in the phonolo-
gical word which supports the view that the gorgia is basically spirantization.

Aspiration strentgh also varies according to the following vowel: in an

(21) Whiteley, ‘ Loanwords from Tanzania ’ in Linguistic Methodology ed. I. Ra u c h - 
C. T. Sc o t t , Madison 1969, p. 137.

(22) Pa n d it , IL XXV, 1964, pp. 202-205. But a difference in aspiration intensity may 
be the main factor: ‘ To an Indian speaker aspiration in the English plosives sounds so weak 
that he does not associate these sounds with his own aspirated plosives ’, writes R. K. Ba n - 
s a l , Bulletin of the Central institute of English VI, 1966-7, p. 95; and spelling practices may 
be involved, cp. Ma s ic a  et a l . ibidem III, 1963, p. 65; I am grateful to Clara Bush for these 
two references.

(23) E.g. Karen, R. B. Jo n e s  Jr., UCPL XXVI, 1961, p. 6.
(24) NTS IX, 1938, p. 11.
(25) Ha n , We iz ma n , Phonetica XXII, 1970, p. 112.
(26) He b e r t , Po ppe , Kirghiz Manual 1963, pp. 5-6.
(27) Ma r y  Ha a s , Tunica, 1940, p. 17.
(28) Ha ig , IL Turner vol., 1958, p. 144.
(29) IL VIII, 498; Ucida, Bengali-Dialekt, 1970, p. 9.
(30) IL XXV, 1964.
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Indic dialect examined by Varina (31) kh is reported as having stronger aspiration 
before a than before i ; in Malayalam t and k are aspirated before vowels except 
front vowels ; (32) in Basque p t k may be aspirated (initially and) medially 
except before front vowels (32) ; the trend seems pretty clear. The relation of 
aspiration to tone is also an interesting question that we shall not discuss here; 
but it is worth noting that for many speakers of Lhasa Tibetan there is free 
variation between T and TA with low tone (33).

4. Point of articulation - Spirantization

Duration of aspiration has been found to vary according to the point of 
articulation (34) : in many languages the order is k > t > p (35), but other orders 
are possible ; t is reported as the least aspirated stop for Eastern Armenian, Hindi 
and Marathi (36), and for Bashkir (37), whereas in Danish it generally has longer 
aspiration than p and k (38). It is difficult to say what correlation these measu-
rements may have with diachronic tendencies towards elimination of aspirates; 
for instance, where such elimination involves loss of occlusion rather than simple 
de-aspiration, increased frication (39) preceding loss of occlusion could pre-
sumably be measured as increased aspiration.

In Etruscan the change φ >/is fairly well documented (40), while evidence 
for the spirantization of χ, θ is much weaker. This is not unexpected: in the 
modern Indo-Aryan languages ph > f is the most common spirantization of 
the aspirates. Similarly in Ossetic ph >/but th, kh remain; in Vietnamese to 
the stops p t k there correspond f th χ, so that one could say that there was at 
least an abstract correlation of aspiration with a subsidiary rule changing the 
aspirated labial and velar to fricatives. ph is in free variation with/in a number of 
modern Indo-Aryan languages, and this may have been the situation in some 
types of Etruscan; in Bengali (41) and Marathi ph is characteristic of slow, careful 
speech, f of a rapid style, while kh and th retain occlusion at all rates of delivery. 
The overall situation in Chittagong Bengali is illustrative: the weakest stop is p, 
which maintains occlusion only word finally and in certain clusters (ps, mp, Tp) ; 
elsewhere (including word initially) it is a bilabial fricative ; next comes k whose 
fricative allophones occur in initial and intervocalic positions only before

(31) IL XXVI, 1965, p. 183.
(32) IL XXIII, 1962, p. 105.
(33) Go l d s t e in , No r n a n g , Modern Spoken Tibetan, 1970, xiv.
(34) Pe t e r s o n , Le h is t e , Journ. Acoustical Soc. Am. XXXII, 1960, pp. 693-703 ; Fis c h e r - 

Jo r g e n s e n , Ztschr. f. Phon. XVII, 1964, p. 202.
(35) In Tojolabal (IJAL XV, p. 168) initially and medially p and t are unaspirated, 

k aspirated in almost all contexts. For Tz b l t a l  the reported order is p> t> k (B. Be r l in , 
Estudios de Cultura Maya II, 1962, p. 18.)

(36) Lis k e r , Ab r a ms o n , cit.; the cerebrals have the least aspiration of all.
(37) N. Po ppe , Bashkir Manual, 1964, p. 9.
(38) Fis h e r -Jo r g e n s e n , Mise. Phon. II, 1954, p. 46.
(39) As e.g. Oriya kxil with ‘ slow release through neighbouring fricative ’ (Dh a l l , 

Aspiration in Oriya, 1966, p. 24).
(40) Pf if f ig , Etr. Sprache, p. 43.
(41) A. C. Se n , Proc. Ill Int. Congr. Phon. Sci. 1935, Cambridge 1936, p. 186. 
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certain vowels (n o t  i, e, u) ; t and / on the other hand retain occlusion in all 
contexts and are further aspirated word initially preceding a vowel with falling 
accent (42). That such a situation is natural and not a particular property of 
Indo-Aryan languages is seen e.g. from an examination of Quechua (Ecuador) 
which has a dialectal variation p ~ ph ~ p, k ~ kh ~ h, but t (rarely ίΛ), never θ.

5. Fortis Lenis - Aysi
It has been suggested, on the basis of a similarly motivated conclusion of 

Lejeune for Greek, that the Etruscan aspirates were lenes (43). The suggestion 
would have merited some amplification since, as we shall see, it stirs up a wasp’s 
nest in phonological theory. The basis for the claim is the occurrence of spellings 
such as Iysiun, Elaysantre, Aysi; ys could develop to hs (further assimilated to ss), 
presumably due to Umbrian substratum influence, in certain types of Etruscan, 
as may be seen from the series Acsi, Aysi, Ahsi, Asi (Perugia!). Now it may be 
claimed that spirantization in positions of particular weakness indicates a general 
lack of articulatory force and tension in all positions, but care should be taken 
not to suppose, as has been done (44), that the spelling ys reflects a stage khs. 
In static terms we have a neutralization of the opposition k : kh before s, whence 
either grapheme may occur: for the archiphoneme representative there are two 
possibilities which may represent different historical stages and/or areal and 
sociological dialect variants. Either the sibilant is preceded by a stop which 
there is no particular reason to believe is aspirated, or by a spirant, in either 
case a contextual realization of k. For the variant Ahsi, h is an allophone of h 
and k is non-occurring in this position. In dynamic terms, the tenuis (and the 
aspirata) are dialectally weakened to a spirant; the question of an intermediate 
aspirated stage does not arise (45).

But let us return to the basic phonetic assumption of general laxness for 
the Etruscan aspirates. A dispute is ever lurking behind the scenes when the 
question of aspiration is discussed, whether the stop that is aspirated is fortis or 
lenis (46). It was R. Jakobson’s (47) opinion that is was fortis, whereas the equally 
authoritative Grammont (48) felt that is was normally lenis. If one checks the

(42) Contrast voiced plosives, as tn Sanskrit where IE gh is spirantized but bh and dh 
(normally) remain ; in northern German intervocalic g > γ but b, d maintain occlusion.

(43) By d e  Simo n e , Entleh. II, p. 174; he actually says ‘ tenues ’, but this seems to be 
merely a confusion in terminology.

(44) So e.g. d e Simo n e , loc. cit.
(45) Likewise in Greek spellings such as φσ, χσ, Ιισ although possibly indicating ge-

neral lenisness for the aspirates, are themselves to be interpreted either as spirant plus s (early 
dialectal spirantization in Greek is becoming more accepted, especially since the work of 
Arena, and in this particularly susceptible position need cause no worry) or as unaspirated 
stop plus r, the aspirate being a possible graph in this position of neutralization and chosen 
since the archiphoneme representative was lenis (but not aspirated).

(46) For the physical correlates of this distinction see now Ma l é c o t , Journ. Acoustical 
Soc. Am. XLVII, 1970, pp. 1588-92.

(47) E.g. Fundamentals of Language, 1956, p. 28.
(48) Von Essen also held this view according to his ‘ Kompensationsprinzip ’ (Vox 

XXI, 1935, p. 14). See also Rousselot’s conclusions which are briefly discussed by Ma l é c o t , 
Phonetica XIV, 1966, p. 169 and Fis c h e r -Jo r g e n s e n , in Mem. Delattre, p. 196: «dans les 
différentes langues... les types... aspirées sont plutôt des douces. » 
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language descriptions (and believes them), it is now one, now the other. The 
question is worth examining instrumentally on a cross-language basis; until 
such a thorough experimental study is conducted, we must be content with 
saying that, at least, there is no reason to deny the possibility of an aspirated 
voiceless lenis. In a three series stop system, like that of ancient Greek or Thai, we 
are interested to know whether the total effect of the auditory cues is such as 
to suggest to the native speaker that ph is p plus aspiration, b plus aspiration or 
something in between plus aspiration (49). The most common description of 
voiceless aspirates is as fortis : for instance Sen (50) speaks of « high buccal pres-
sure » for the TA in Bengali; similarly aspiration goes with fortisness in S. E. 
Gilyak (51) and in Chiricahua Apache (52) ; Friedrich’s (53) conclusion on the 
basis of dialectal deaspiration phenomena in Tarascan is that « you never have 
aspiration without tension ». On the other hand, for other languages commen-
tators draw attention to the opposite state of affairs: in Vietnamese th is lenis as 
compared with unaspirated t (54) ; similarly it is reported that in Javanese the 
lenis stops have a greater tendency to be aspirated (55), while in Danish (56) 
from a number of aspects « strong aspiration is combined with weak articulation ».

It is interesting that fortisness, just like aspiration is often stronger word 
initially than medially, as is reported e.g. for Castillian Spanish (57) and Mika- 
suki (58). Now in Panjabi, especially in less formal allegro speech, ph tends to 
become/: this change is more common intervocalically than initially, so that 
the change is not due to extra fortisness in initial position but to weakening in 
medial position. If aspirates are more liable to weaken to fricatives than un-
aspirated plosives, then aspiration appears to be a factor reducing fortisness. 
Why then is loss of plosion not most common where aspiration is strongest, 
namely initially ? Presumably because the fortisness reducing effect of aspiration 
is weaker than that of relative position in the word (phrase) or vis-à-vis the accent 
or both.

6. Markedness

It is interesting to see how aspiration corresponds to markedness. If phonemic 
aspiration is marked, one expects it to have lower frequency and Zipf’s hypothesis 
on this seems to hold with few exceptions according to Greenberg, who notes 
that Maidu tsh is much commoner than ts (59). Some frequency data for aspirates

(49) See my note in Linguistics CIX, 1973, pp. 17-34.
(50) Loc. cit. ftnote 41, p. 189.
(51) Ha t t o r i, St. Phon. II, 1962, pp. 1-26.
(52) Ho ije r , Viking Fund Pubi, in Anthr. VI, p. 55 ff.
(53) IJAL XXXVII, 1971, p. 178.
(54) Th o mps o n , Vietnamese Grammar, 1965, pp. 26-7 ; see also Kim’s report of the 

inappropriateness of English fortis as a non-native speaker’s substitute (Word XXI, 1965, 
p. 358.

(55) Wigfield cited by Kim, loc. cit.
(56) Fis c h e r -Jo r g e n s e n , Mise. Phon. II, 1954, p. 45.
(57) Tr a g e r , TCLP VIII, 1939, pp. 217-22.
(58) We s t , Stud, in Ling. XVI, 1962, p. 78.
(59) There are other strange cases where the simple, apparently unmarked member 
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in Etruscan were given by Pfiffig (60), according to which t is three times as 
common as θ in older Etruscan, but rather less common than 6 in the later period. 
If this is in fact the case, we shall have to decide whether the reasons for it are 
graphemic or linguistic. The marked nature of aspiration irrespective of its 
phonemic function is clear from Jakobson’s discussion of evidence from child 

and aphasia (61). It is therefore the natural assumption that if a two 
series stop system with a correlation of aspiration tends to a one series system, 
it will be at the expense of the aspirated series; and indeed in the modern languages 
of India where the correlation of aspiration is being eliminated, it is at the ex-
pense of the aspirates. It is however possible for phonemic aspiration to be 
increased in frequency due to a hypercorrective counter-tendency in a deaspirat-
ing situation, as is reported for the dialect of Rangpur (North Bengal) (62). 
In Etruscan the reported increase in the frequency of the dental aspirate may 
at least in part be due to back spelling.

7. Aspirates as allophones and archiphoneme representatives
Besides overall markedness, the concept of contextual markedness is im-

portant in considering aspiration. Variation between the Etruscan tenuis and 
tenuis aspirata graphemes is particularly common in consonant clusters: to 
account for this it has been suggested (63) that there was neutralization between 
the two series in positions of contact with liquids, nasals and s, and that the 
archiphoneme representative was the aspirate in all cases. The degree to which 
this suggestion explains the recorded spellings will be the subject of discussion 
below: here we are concerned merely to evaluate this theory from a general 
linguistic point of view, as well as considering in what other contexts aspiration 
is preferred or avoided.

It is important to distinguish the behaviour of aspiration when it is merely 
allophonic and varies according to the phonetic preferences of the language 
from the behaviour of phonemic aspiration when function and markedness are 
restrictive factors. Both situations need to be examined for a proper understand-
ing of aspiration, the pure phonetic tendency and the way it reacts to the demands 
of its function as a distinctive feature in a phonological system.

As far as allophonic variation is concerned, on reading the language de-
scriptions (64), one is struck by an at first sight impossibly contradictory situa-

of a correlation, is rarer than the complex member: in Squamish k and k' are rarer than 
kw and k'w. In Zulu the aspirates are much more common than the unaspirated voiceless 
stops, but since the latter are in fact glottalized, there is no contradiction with markedness 
theory here. It is interesting for Etruscologists to note that the orthography had no special 
sign for the aspirates and wrote <p> or <b> for /pÄ/.

(60) Linguistics LXXXIV, 1972, p. 23.
(61) Child Language, 1968, p. 14. Also Preston in J. Je n k in s , Perception of Language, 

1971, p. 236.
(62) IL VII, 1939, repr. 1965, p. 297.
(63) By d e Simo n e , loc. cit.
(64) The terminology used in the language descriptions for the phenomenon we are 

discussing varies, but it is clear that any release at ah is often defined aspiration in phonetic 
contexts where (allegro) English has close transition; this is not per se objectionable (although 
one would prefer that mention of aspiration always be followed by some quantitative in- 
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tion, in which some languages are reported to aspirate prevocalically but never 
preconsonantally, others preconsonantally but never to any noticeable degree 
prevocalically; similarly there is apparent contradiction in the reports for final 
position. Although there is a binary choice here — open/close transition, release/ 
non-release — (and at the lowest level a multivalued feature of strength of aspira-
tion (65), the choice seems to be based on the phonetic preferences of the parti-
cular variety of the language in question, and both possibilities seem equally 
« natural » as allophonic variants. On the other hand, where a contrast based on 
aspiration is neutralized, this involves more often than not reduction or elimina-
tion of aspiration, whether the process is a static (structural) or dynamic (morpho- 
phonemic) one. This suggests a certain reluctance to neutralize in favour of a 
marked feature, even if it is not necessarily less « natural » in the particular 
context(s) involved.

a) Anteconsonantally and finally
As just mentioned, there is a spectrum stretching from aspiration of voiceless 

plosives before all consonants and finally (66) to lack of release in all those posi-
tions. At the -ThC-, -Th end of this spectrum we have (67) : Arapaho, Mayan 
Chontai (heavy aspiration before a pause, light before consonants and vowels, 
none for first member of geminates), Huasteco (no aspiration before a vowel, 
heavy aspiration phrase finally, light aspiration before another consonant, no 
aspiration before a homorganic consonant), Kota (strong aspiration finally 
and as first member of clusters, less initially before a vowel), Nootka («The 
unglottalized stops are unaspirated before vowels, aspirated finally or before 
consonants » (68) - this is the exact opposite of the situation in Northern Sahaptin 
cited below), Totonalo (phonetic aspiration word finally and preceding a conso-
nant, but not elsewhere — there is only one series of plosives), Zoque (varying 
degrees of aspiration for voiceless series, least before vowels, open transition 
before another voiceless stop or a nasal, most aspiration utterance finally). In 
these languages, as is often the case with consonants, medial preconsonantal 
and final prejunctural allophones are similar: but there are other languages 
where this does not hold. Thus in Chitimacha word final stops are unaspirated, 
word medial preconsonantal stops are heavily aspirated (69) ; similarly (Eastern 
and Northern) Ostyak (p t k not aspirated except finally), Aguatec (-glott. series

formation) ; also used are terms like ‘ hyper-short voiceless schwa ’ and so forth, which 
amount to open transition.

(65) It is a tenable position that both ends of this spectrum involve a change in kind 
and not simply high or low values of the remaining quantitative scale: thus on the one hand 
aspiration is lost in affrication, on the other simple release of a stop has been considered not 
aspiration proper.

(66) Junctures, as I use the term, form a hierarchy from closest (type pa) to most open 
(silence between discourse): ‘ finally ’ is used here loosely to mean all junctures marked by 
stop release inter alia. In practice it is important to sort out descriptions that use ‘ finally ’ 
meaning syllable finally from those that use the term in the above sense.

(67) Aspiration is not a distinctive feature in the languages mentioned in this and the 
next paragraph.

(68) Ho c k e t t , Manual of Phonology, 1955, pp. 166-7.
(69) Sw a d e s h , Lang. XIII, 1937, pp. 1-10.
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unaspirated except for light aspiration finally), Wolof (voiceless stops arc released 
finally, voiced stops are not), Neo-Aramaic dialect (70) (voiceless stops are 
aspirated prevocalically and finally but not as first members of clusters).

One of the principal characteristics of aspiration in general is its liability 
to be dropped in certain dialects or at a certain speech tempo; it is not surprising 
in the light of the above discrepancies that there should be many examples in 
this phonetic context. In Kabardian aspiration is strongest prevocalically, while 
preconsonantally and finally there is either none at all or weak aspiration; in 
Ilocano the voiceless stops are unaspirated except in final position where there is 
variation between aspirated and unreleased; so too in Sierra Nahuat and S. Sierra 
Miwok; in English final voiceless stops vary between unreleased and weakly 
aspirated; in Azerbaijani the correlation of aspiration is neutralized anteconsonan- 
tally, the archiphoneme representative varying between unreleased and weakly 
released; in Georgian, where clusters are typically (« retrogressive » and) « harmo-
nic » (71), in a cluster consisting of two aspirates the aspiration of the first is 
often weakened to the point of being obliterated (the same is true for glottali- 
zation), and the resulting variation in the archiphoneme representative gives 
rise to orthographic instability, a situation clearly suggestive for our Etruscan 
problem.

On the other hand there are many languages that tend not to release stops 
preconsonantally or finally, unaspirated allophones or archiphoneme representa-
tives appearing in this position; as noted above, this seems to be the more usual 
situation if there is neutralization of a correlation of aspiration. Thus in Lushai 
both stop correlations (aspiration and voice) are neutralized syllable finally, the 
archiphoneme representative being -asp. and -voice; similarly in Thai, Sui and 
Khasi (and of course Sanskrit) media and tenuis aspirata -> tenuis finally; in 
Taishan (72) the correlation of aspiration is neutralized finally and the archipho-
neme representative is unaspirated. In Gujarati Th —> T when followed by a 
stop, spirant or nasal; in Korean the correlations of aspiration and fortisness 
are neutralized finally, the archiphoneme representative being an unreleased 
allophone of the weak stops, i.e. -asp., -fortis. In Western Ossetic -T/lTft- -> 
-TTh-, but in Harauti -TTh—> -ThT- (as might be expected, if the first member 
is voiced, there is no metathesis of the aspiration). In Northern Sahaptin deaspira-
tion occurs finally and before another stop. The situation obtaining mostly in 
English (aspiration before accented vowels/initially only) is reported with minor 
variations also for e. g. Alabaman, Assiniboine, Uzbek, Kirghiz. Returning 
to India we find that in Ambalavi (73) the tendency to deaspirate finally is very 
strong, as it is too in Bengali; there are no aspirates word finally in the dialect 
of Rankhandi (74).

An interesting case is that of the geminates, where in Jaqaru, Totonalo 
and Shawnee (lento-allegro) aspiration and non-release alternate. In Modern 
Cypriot Greek stops are unaspirated antevocalically and unreleased as first

(70) Neo-Aramaic dialect of Azerbaijan, Janna Ling. Ill, 1965, p. 21.
(71) Vo g t , NTS XVIII, 1958, p. 49; the stop system is Tfc, Τ', D, the latter being lenis 

and more or less voiced.
(72) A dialect similar to Cantonese; T. Ch e n g , Journ. of Chinese Ling. 1, 1973, p. 256 if.
(73) IL XXVI, 1965, p. 188.
(74) Gu mpe r z , IL XVI, 1955, p. 283.
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member of a consonant cluster including geminates but aspirated as the second 
member of a geminate; similarly in Malayalam; in Hindi both non-aspirates and 
aspirates occur preceding another stop, but aspirates do not occur as geminates. 
In Chitimacha as a result of the rule cited above geminates have heavily aspirated 
first member except across juncture, an interesting distinction.

The above data are clearly not without importance for an enlightened 
evaluation of aspiration in Etruscan. Although from a purely phonetic point of 
view there is an open choice to release or not to release, it seems that where, as in 
Etruscan, aspiration is a distinctive feature, in the event of neutralization the 
archiphoneme representative is less likely to be aspirated in these positions. 
Graphemic variation, which may be motivated by the mere fact of neutralization, 
finds another perfectly natural explanation in the variation between aspirate 
and non-aspirate which is typical in these phonetic contexts.

b) Contiguous sibilant
An examination of the language descriptions reveals that it is generally 

important to distinguish cases in which the sonant or sibilant precedes the stop 
from cases in which it follows. It has long been claimed that a preceding s tends 
to cause the aspiration of a following stop: so e.g. Kuhn in his Zeitschrift for 
1855 (75), Leo Meyer (76). The evidence for Greek and Indic is assembled and 
discussed (unfortunately without adequate consideration of general phonetic 
probability on the basis of parallels (77) by Hiersche, but a couple of problems 
remain. The first is the ambiguity of the graphemes : does the aspirate grapheme 
always signify phonetic aspiration? or can it be used for an (unaspirated) lenis 
in positions of neutralization ? does it represent a fricative allophone some-
times ? (78) The second problem lies in the fact that there was in this area a 
tendency for 5 to develop to h (as frequently elsewhere), which suggests the 
possibility of variants being crossed : sp x (p)ph > sph. At all events, apart from 
this slightly doubtful historical evidence, it is difficult to find parallels for the 
assumption of aspiration due to a preceding s: one might cite Garo where 
/sk/ is [skh], for the rest the evidence points rather the other way. This is of 
course true of the well-known situation in the modern Germanic languages 
such as English, German and Icelandic; phonetic aspiration is largely absorbed 
by preceding 5 in English not only when the cluster is homosyllabic but even 
when it is heterosyllabic (house paint) and also by other fricatives (in half past and 
push past the p of the second word is less aspirated than is go past). The same 
deaspirating effect of 5 is seen in the geographically affinité Irish of Urris (79)

(75) KZ IV, 1855, p. 15.
(76) Vglch. Gramm. I2, 1882, p. 466.
(77) Tenues Aspiratae ini Idg., 1964, passim·, contrast the same author’s excellent treat-

ment of the f ~ h variation in Latin (Gioita XLIII, 1965, pp. 103-118). See also Pa n a g l , KZ 
LXXXV, 1971, pp. 49-65.

(78) So Kr e t s c h me r , Br a n d e n s t e in , Sc h w y z e r  and most recently Dr e s s l e r , Wien. 
SI. Jb. Erg. VI, 1967, p. 130.

(79) Lochlann IV, 1969, p. 1 if. But aspiration is retained in Mod. Persian -sth- (some-
times > -5S-). In his description of Northern Irish (In Honour of Daniel Jones, 1964, p. 371) 
Sommerfelt notes that the voiceless stops are aspirated in all positions except after 5, and that 
grammarians disagree on the relative merits of sp and sb etc. as spellings for the archipho-
neme representative.
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(where voiceless stops are well aspirated except after fricatives, especially 5) 
and Gaelic of the Outer Hebrides where the correlation of aspiration obtaining 
in absolute initial position is neutralized after an initial consonant (i.e. kh- but sk-'). 
The phenomenon is not difficult to find in other parts of the word either: in 
Harauti the tenuis aspirata is not permitted after s (only the tenuis), in literary 
(Eastern) Ossetic after voiceless fricatives the opposition media — tenuis aspirata 
is neutralized and an unaspirated tenuis (compromise phone) is the archiphoneme 
representative, in Armenian the consonant shift tenuis > tenuis aspirata does 
not affect a tenuis preceded by s; in the Neo-Aramaic of Northern Persia voiceless 
stops are aspirated but not following a « tense breathed fricative » (or as first 
members of clusters); in Azerbaijani the fortes are aspirated postconsonantally 
except after the fricatives s, s,f χ where there is neutralization, the archiphoneme 
representative being minus aspiration and minus voice; in Tibetan sT occurs 
but not sTh. Thus there is a fairly well attested tendency to reduce aspiration 
after (voiceless) fricatives, especially the sibilant; it would be reckless at this 
stage to suggest that this precludes the opposite tendency, but we Ca n  say that 
the latter is less well attested. Of course the deaspirating force of s is permitted 
to operate by the system where aspiration is merely phonetic and where neutra-
lization is tolerable: it is quite unwarranted to think that sTh is impossible when 
it serves some purpose. Rather it is suggested that where neutralization does 
occur, sTh > sT is diachronically and synchronically more natural than the 
reverse. One notes that the lexicon frequency of the former is overall less than 
that of the latter in Greek and Sanskrit; likewise in Western Ossetic both sph- 
and sp- occur but the former is rarer.

If it were proved that a sibilant reduces aspiration also when it is phonemic, 
it would be possible to establish this as a phonetic rule. Unfortunately the 
effect of a preceding sibilant on aspiration has not yet been the subject of an 
acoustic investigation on a cross-language basis: a colleague of mine (80) has 
made a few trial spectrograms of Hindi for me, from which it seems to emerge 
that while the duration of voice onset lag is decreased (in skha- by about a third 
versus kha-) or roughly equal (in stha- and tha-') when s precedes, the frication 
is rather increased. Various theoretical remarks suggest themselves: consonant 
clusters tend to have less duration than the sum of their segments (81) ; in the 
particular case of the sibilant, a lot seems to depend on how much of the built 
up air pressure is utilized for the sibilant : if most of it is, then little remains for 
aspiration, but if the stop closure occurs earlier on, the stored breath will tend 
to escape as increased aspiration. The language descriptions above have suggested 
that the former is most often the case, but more research is needed.

Where the sibilant follows the aspirated stop, it may absorb most or all 
of the aspiration, as in Totonalo where a stop as first member of a cluster is 
normally aspirated but not before s, s'. In Gujarati there is a morphophonemic 
change ThS > TS, e.g. lskhse > bkse « will write ». Another tendency is for a 
stop to spiranti7e before a sibilant, which points to a particular degree of arti-

(80) Dorothy Huntington, to whom I am most grateful for her interest and assistance; 
the Hindi speaker was Manjari Ohala.

(81) Ha g g a r d , Journal of Phonetics 1, 1973, pp. 9-23.
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culatory weakness in this position: a good parallel for this areal phenomenon 
in central ancient Italy is afforded by Icelandic where

kh> x/ —> />// —;

the dental characteristically resists spirantization.

c) Contiguous liquid or nasal
When a stop precedes a sonant, it may be unreleased or released separately 

from the sonant or (homosyllabically) released through the sonant. The second 
possibility is liable to be recorded as involving aspiration in the language 
descriptions, while release through the sonant often involves at least partial 
devoicing thereof.Cambodian (82) provides a useful illustration: a stop is relea-
sed with a hypershort epenthetic vowel before the implosives (T® ), with
ordinary aspiration before voiceless stops, nasals, semivowels and I (plus partial 
devoicing of the sonant), but with no aspiration before r and s: in other words 
there is respectively voiced open transition, voiceless open transition and close 
transition. Note that just as in the first category the hypershort vowel is weaker 
than and distinct from the vocalic phonemes, so in the second category the 
allophonic aspiration is weaker than and distinct from phonemic aspiration 
(normally interpreted as a separate segment in Cambodian) ; but note that 
there is no contrast between the former and the latter before I, since only the 
former occurs.

In a number of languages the correlation of aspiration obtains also before 
liquids and nasals. In Icelandic, in so far as the fortes (minus voice, plus aspira-
tion) stand before liquids and nasals, they retain their aspiration: khl~, khn~, 
khr- etc., so that the correlation of aspiration or fortisness is preserved in this 
context, as it is for instance in Khasi which shows clusters such as phn-, pn-, 
phn-, pn-, phl-, pi-, phr~, pr-. Indeed due to the natural clustering propensity of 
liquids (and not because liquids encourage aspiration) a situation may arise such 
as that in Bahelia (83), where aspirates are not permitted as the first member 
of a consonant cluster except for a few cases before r, l, γ. On the other hand 
in Hindi the contrast plus — minus aspiration for initial voiceless stops before 
liquids and nasals is almost entirely eliminated, so that to render English fr-, 
fl- in loans an epenthetic vowel is required, producing phorem « frame », phalut 
«flute». (84). In Gujarati there is a morphophonemic rule Th -> TI — N: 
contrast this with the phonetic aspiration of voiceless stops before nasals in 
Zoque. In Laven (85) the correlation of aspiration is neutralized before liquids 
and the archiphoneme representative is unaspirated. In Gulbarga Kannada (86)

(82) Hu f f ma n , Lingua XXIX, 1972, p. 54 ff.
(83) IL XXIX, 1968, p. 77.
(84) Μ. Oh a l a , Topics in Hindi-Urdu Phonology, Univ. Calif. Diss., 1972, p. 98. 

cp. also Ma s ic a  e t  a l ., rii., ftnote 22, p. 74. Duration of aspiration in Hindi was reduced 
c. 50 % (coarticulation ?) in bhrast vs. bhar for Sr iv a s t a v a , Act. Ling. Hung. XVIII, 1968, 
p. 369.

(85) BSL LXXVI, 1971, p. 391.
(86) R. Ma h a d e v a n , Gulbarga Kannada, Poona 1968, p. 20. 
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aspirates are « lesser in frequency of occurrence and more restricted in distribu-
tion » than non-aspirates : sT and Tr occur but not *sT h or *T hr. The tendency 
seems to be that, where contrastive aspiration is neutralized before liquids and 
nasals, the occurring phone is not aspirated, or, if released, not to the same 
degree as phonemic aspiration. This seems again to be in line with the marked 
character of aspiration; some languages at least (e.g. Wiyot, Hindi, Bengali, 
Thai) have a rule that if only one member of the correlational pair occurs in 
any particular context, it will be the unaspirated one; and where the contrast 
is preserved before sonants, clusters with the aspirate as first member tend to 
be rarer. Turning to phonetic (as opposed to correlational) aspiration, we find 
that it too is avoided before liquids. In Alabaman voiceless stops are aspirated 
before vowels but not before consonants including liquids; in Cayuvava (87) 
p, t have slightly aspirated allophones prevocalically but not in the clusters pr, 
tr (which are practically the only clusters permitted in the language) in Totonalo, 
as in English, aspiration is mostly absorbed by a following /; in Upper Sorbian 
Prim. Slavic *ch  [χ] > kh morpheme initially, but before liquids especially 
unaspirated k- may appear instead of kh~. (88) Now liquids are very common 
in the languages of the world as second members of biphonemic clusters after 
stops: this is presumably because in many such combinations the stop is easily 
released through a liquid, resulting often in a sound comparable to an affricate; 
in such combinations aspiration is not particularly likely unless it has a distinctive 
function.

As far as the evidence for aspirates a f t e r  sonants goes there is an interesting 
morphophonemic rule in Zulu deaspirating stops after a hormorganic nasal (89). 
The gorgia aspirates or spirantizes voiceless stops after a vowel but not after a 
consonant: therefore [prad'o] but [arte]. In Icelandic the fortis stops are deaspirat-
ed after a liquid or nasal only if it is voiceless: this amounts to elimination of 
pre-aspiration but not post-aspiration. Generally in the Gaelic of the S. Hebrides 
after consonants and after unstressed vowels the fortis (pre-/post-aspirated) — 
lenis stop opposition is neutralized, the archiphoneme representative being 
unaspirated and rather fortis (compromise phone : « usually more like fortes 
than lenes ») (90).

8. Voicing of unaspirated stops after sonants
The tendency for a preceding sonant to reduce aspiration is paralleled by a 

comparable reduction in fortisness and assimilatory increase in voice affecting 
simple stops in this same position; since this phenomenon will be adduced in 
our attempt to explain the Etruscan evidence in the next section, it will be well 
to give it some discussion here from a general linguistic point of view. For 
instance in Chuvash (91) the voiceless stops have lenis allophones (intervocali- 
cally and) after, but not before, liquids, nasals and semivowels.

(87) (Bolivia) Ke y , IJAL XXVII, 1961, pp. 143-150.
(88) Sc h u s t e r -Se w c , Ztschr. f. Phon. XXV, 1972, p. 364.
(89) E.g. ph -spilli—; apparent exceptions are due to different underlying and va-

riant surface forms; umpl,-< wmwpft- by syncope, with variant syllabic in.
(90) Bo r g s t r o m, NTS, Suppl. 1, 1940.
(91) J. R. Kr u e g e r , Chuvash Manual, 1961, p. 75. Atsugewi and Mikasuki have the 

same fortis/lenis allophony, except that the lenis type is extented to all clusters.
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Voicing in this phonetic context is common, especially after nasals, as is 
widely recognized: cp. the isogloss of this nature uniting Sinhalese, Tamil and 
Malayalam. There is an interesting limitation in Campa (92), where the stops 
(only one series, voiceless and slightly aspirated in most contexts) are voiced 
after a (homorganic) nasal except if the cluster follows the stress in dissyllabic 
words: here we have a context that increases aspiration/fortisness (stress) conflict-
ing with a context with the reverse effect (position following a nasal) and 
inhibiting its effect. The parallel reduction of aspiration and voicelessness is 
also nicely exemplified by Tarascan (93), which has a morphophonemic voicing 
rule after nasals and a deaspiration rule after consonants (including nasals), thus 
creating a sort of phonetic sliding scale, which we shall find very instructive 
for explaining Etruscan phenomena. Voicing is particularly common after 
nasals (as in other weak positions) where a language has only one series of stops 
(i.e. no phonemically voiced stops) and consequently no oppositions are neu-
tralized thereby: cp. for instance Campa above, Western Desert (94), or To- 
tonalo (95) where as a result Spanish Vincente appears as [pisindi].

9. Conclusion
The current assumption that in Etruscan the aspirate was the archiphoneme 

representative in all positions of neutralization conflicts more than a little with 
general phonological trends, and should not be mainteined unless unambiguously 
imposed by the evidence of the inscriptional spellings.

C. Th e Et r u s c a n  e v id e n c e

There are two categories of evidence for the Etruscan stops: I variation 
evidence and II transcription evidence. The former still has its basic treatment 
(with the natural additions and substractions due to a century of progress and 
new evidence) in Deecke’s collection (96) ; see now also Pfiffig (97), and for the 
Etruscan rendering of the Greek stop series in loans (not considered here) de 
Simone (98). In these discussions it is as a rule insufficiently emphasized that 
aberrant spellings are in many cases exceptional from a statistical point of view.

1. Variation evidence (99)

(i) initially - a) T > TA: Qutna Buffa 438, Tutna passim; for c- > χ- see 
Pfiffig (100) : the really clear example, namely yaial 3666 beside Caial 3667 and

(92) Dir k s , IJAL XIX, 1953, pp. 302-4.
(93) M. L. Fo s t e r , UCPL 56----- ni + pa—> -inba, -ni + pha—> -nipa-.
(94) W. H. Do u g l a s , Introd, to the W. Desert Lang. Of Australia, Oceania Ling. Mon. 

IV, 1964, p. 12.
(95) As c h ma n n , IJAL XII, 1941, p. 34.
(96) Die Etrusker II2, 1877, p. 412.
(97) Op. cit. ftnotes 1 and 2.
(98) Op. cit. ftnote 2.
(99) Exemplification in this section is illustrative and not intended to be a full account. 

Evidence from the mummy binding is generally neglected due to the particular epigraphic 
character of this text-see Gr a n d o l in i, St. Etr. XXXVIII, 1970, p. 112.

(100) Op. cit. ftnote 1, pp. 172-3.
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passim (101) is quite exceptional statistically, L) TA > T : Tana 5 times, Qana 335 
times in CIE (102).

(ii) intervocalically - a) T > TA VeQi 1485, 3645, Veti 1484, 3642 and 
passim; Preyu 3651, 3656, Precu 3650, 3652 and the other few examples including 
derivatives, fc) TA > T : suti, Leti exceptionally for st/fli, Ledi.

(iii) finally - a) VT > VTA: puiay TLE 929, puiac regularly, b) VTA > VT: 
zilat TLE 552, zilat ib. 467, zilaQ regularly; sec I sec 68 times in CIE, seyjsey35 
times in CIE (note seyis 3326, seyis 4544). c) TA > T after resonant: LarQ 232 
times in CIE, Lart 31 times (once LarTi with hesitiation 4693 - lauti!)·, ArnQ 171 
times, Amt 20 times. For -aly, zilc see (iv).

(iv) following a liquid or nasal - a) medially: Larfli(a) regularly, Larti(a) 5 % 
(spelling possibly influenced by variation in final position); Ancar- regularly, 
Any ar- 10%; Velyaias 510, Velcaias 509; RavnOu regularly, Ravuntus probably 
St. Etr. XXX IX, 1972, p. 367 nos. 64 & 65; yurcles 5874, yuryles 5875. b) finally: 
the suffix —c is generally c after -al, but sometimes we have -aly (25 %); zily- 
has deaspiration of the velar finally (zilc beside zily) and before a dental stop 
(zilcti).

(v) preceding a liquid or nasal - word initially the aspirates are infrequent 
as first member of a cluster and there is rarely spelling variation: clan never 
*ylan; an exception is QremsinilTremsinei 4621/2; in the notorious Qrce the r is 
likely to be vocalic. Medially we have SeOre etc. regularly, Setre etc. c. 25 %; 
SuQrina etc. 3 times, Sutrina etc. twice (-Or- 3484/5, -tr- 3486) ; Marcna etc. usually 
Maryna c. 10 % (e.g. Maryna 3917, 3922, Marcna 3915/6/9/20/23), but always 
Marce, never *-ry-·,  the etymological spelling preponderates likewise in Taryna 
(Tarma rare in the Etruscan alphabet) and in Larcna (Laryna Fabretti 1669 read-
ing not certain) ; Amt- preceding a vowel is rare, sometimes servile as e.g. 2414, 
3678/9, 4238, 4900 (t rather than z with Rix (103), but Arntni etc. is regular 
(the only possible, but uncertain exception being Arntni 4553 as against Arntni etc. 
42 times); lautni(ßa) c. 100 times as against lauQnia 1199 which is anyway presu-
mably a spelling confusion for lautniva·, it is suf) ina but sutna once; on the other 
hand Petnal 2440 but usually PeQnal 2441 and c. 35 other instances; Cutnas TLE 
125, CuQnas ib. 130; usually AleQna, once Al[e]tnal 5476; AQnu and Atnei are 
the regular spellings, but there is some evidence of confusion in AQtnei, St. Etr. 
XXXVIII, 1971, p. 305; Tutna etc. over 90 times, never *TuQna  in CIE. Arntni 
seems to show that at least homosyllabically (104) the dental stop was unreleased 
(and hence unaspirated) before n (105).

(vi) preceding s - the Perusine series Acsi, Aysi, Ahsi, Asi is discussed in 
earlier treatments ; but note that it is not certain that χ indicated an aspirate. At

(101) On yaine see Rix, Cognomen, p. 213.
(102) I.e. volumes processed for the Fowler-Wolfe index.
(103) Cognomen, p. 197.
(104) Sl o t t y , Beiträge, 1952, p. 41.
(105) The vowel appearing in the Latinizations (Ade mia, Caecina etc.) and Faliscaniza- 

tions (Catena) is basically an epenthesis on adaptation of a foreign consonant cluster (con-
trast the transcriptions such as s a d n a l , t l a b n ia  which have no such vowel); but the regul-
arity of the vowel and the not infrequent gemination of the nasal in Latinizations rather 
suggests an Etruscan [nnj.
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all events for ts the reverse tendency, i.e. deaspiration, is suggested by certain 
morphophonemic alternations, and this is not contradictory, since a homorganic 
cluster is less likely to have a released initial plosive: thus puri) but purtsvana 
TLE 324, purtsvavcti ib. 325, likewise VelQ- but Veits-, Velz-; cp. also with the 
velar Tory-, Tarcsnei, Tarcste. Word finally we find (outside LL) semys, mays, 
nays, huQst the last has a preceding homorganic plosive but some sort of interven-
ing juncture (due to morpheme boundary).

(vii) following 5-5 plus tenuis is common word initially, 5 plus aspirata is 
exceedingly rare: SyaOnifi«] 5016 is presumably the same name as Scatrnial 
3626/7 («distant» assimilation as in SytiOc?); apart from these two examples I 
know only syuinia TLE 878 (S. Marinella) to contrast with the approximately 
70 examples of sc-, sk- in the index. Medially note FiHasti(ci) 180 times as against 
F/HasGi 4 times. Sisyphus appears as Sispe beside Sistpe, and Sthenelus suffers 
deaspiration (Stentile'). Note also Atresde, UrusQe (----te).

(viii) cv - note here Qanyyil generally but Qanakvilus 7766, Qanucvil 5103, 
Tancvilus 7749, Qancvil 5211 (deaspiration 10 %).

(ix) T----- T"/Th------ T > Th------ Th, a sort of anti-Grassmann, seems
to occur in yuliyna beside culiyna (106), (r)ehis beside Qetis, possibly Th iph il ia e  
1585.

(x) ht > th: Octavius = Uhtave > UQave, cp. SeQume, NeQuns; i.e. pre-
aspiration is the phonetic realization of two phonemes, post-aspiration of one 
phoneme, since minimal oppositions of the type Th: Th (without juncture) 
are rare in the languages of the world (107).

In order to place the above variations in a realistic light, it is only proper 
to consider not only the generally low statistical frequency of the aberrant 
spelling in those words showing variation but also the fact that a large number 
of words, indeed the majority, show no variation at all. As Trombetti already 
noted : « Che il mutamento non sia arbitrario appare anche dal fatto che spesso 
c e χ sono costanti, così in clan ceya ci e in Ayu Ayunie.... » (108). If it is always 
puia, Pumi, Pulfna, lupa etc., that may be ascribed to the infrequency of φ. But 
even in positions generally considered positions of neutralization, t and k in 
a number of words are quite unaffected as e.g. t in lanini and c in Larce; it is 
always c in svalce, turce, although this may be due to the morpheme boundary or 
to morphophonemic spelling ; mutna is not spelled with θ etc. In initial position 
especially variation is markedly limited; words such as ever, cepen, tular, clan 
do not have variants with aspirates. In short, at least from a graphemic point 
of view, variants are exceptional in that they occur only in certain items of the 
lexicon/onomasticon and even there relatively infrequently as a rule.

(106) For yuröce TLE2 863 see now Ph f h g , Etr. Bauinschriften, Sitz. Ak. Wiss. 
Wien 282.4, 1972, p. 35.

(107) See my Latin Labiovelare, 1974.
(108) Lingua Etnisca § 6.
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The question arises as to whether the variation can be confined chronologi-
cally (Arantaial: St. Etr. XL, 1973, p. 432, [Ar]antia: St. Etr. XXX, 1952, p. 145, 
Velturus 4970) (109), areally (more in the north?) and sociolinguistically (more 
in lautni inscriptions?); and to what extent the considerable regularity empha-
sized above is due to the façade of traditional or standardized spelling.

This last point is basic : it might be claimed that the relatively low frequency 
of variants is not significant for the language but only for the spelling : as J. Her-
man wrote with other reference (110) : « Or il est évident que la fréquence d’une 
« faute » dans un ensemble de textes ou un texte donné ne reflète directement 
que la « force de résistance » de la tradition orthographique, donc un facteur 
culturel, extralinguistique ». However, this is not the only feasible explanation, 
since dialectal and lexical restrictions on sound change are an equally common 
cause of spelling variation, whether fossilized spelling is a contributory factor 
or not. To take just the latter, does variation in the spelling of s o me words 
permit the assumption of variation in the pronunciation of a l l  words ? Clearly 
not; cp. Latin variation between f and h, which is lexically (and dialectally) 
restricted.

A different, and now widely accepted (111), view is taken by de Simone 
who explains the variation at least in contact with liquids, nasals and s, as due to 
neutralization, the archiphoneme representative being the aspirate. He is thus 
forced to assume that the exceptional Her/le is the phonetic spelling and «Die 
72 Belege für Hercle (Herkle, Eleracle) sind dagegen wohl als “ phonematische ” 
Schreibungen zu werten». The assumption is even more suspect for words 
where the theory demands the aspirate but which are never spelled with the 
aspirate. It seems to be a case of the old error of traditional phonemics, that 
of treating a language and worse still a language area as though it were perforce 
monodialectal. The evidence would surely be accounted for better by assuming 
that the neutralization was a tendency that did not affect all words and all 
speakers equally: it must be remembered that there is in theory one or even 
various phonemic systems per idiolect and not per language. Another refine-
ment that would improve the theory is the assumption of a compromise phone 
(say unaspirated, lenis) as the archiphoneme representative: this supposition 
would conflict less with above noted general linguistic considerations, and 
would explain the spelling uncertainty better than the assumption that the 
archiphoneme representative was simply one of the two neutralized phonemes ; 
note the parallel spelling variations due to a compromise archiphoneme repre-
sentative in Georgian and Northern Irish mentioned above.

(109) De Simo n e , Entleh. II, p. 175; Rix, Cognomen, p. 197.
(110) BSL LX, 1965, p. 65.
(111) E.g. by Co l o n n a , St. Etr. XL, 1972, pp. 412 and 432.
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However, especially as I am doubtful that the neutralization was complete, 
I should like to break completely with the idea of « phonemic spellings » which 
characterizes current thought on this problem, and return to the much simpler 
position that graphemic free variation reflects, in the case of the Etruscan stop 
series as often elsewhere, phonological free variation. Let us consider the graphe-
mic representation of archiphoneme implementations: if the latter is a com-
promise phone, graphemic variation commonly results; if it is one of the two 
neutralized phonemes, the principle « once a phoneme, always a phoneme » 
tends to apply with consequent effects on the spelling (e.g. Lat. stare never 
*5i/i7re), variation being mainly attributable to morphophonemic (cp. Lat. urbs) 
or conservative/traditional spelling; but if the archiphoneme is implemented 
by free variation, the « once a phoneme » principle still applies, although hyper-
correct spelling may occur in favour of one variant, and it would be dangerous 
to rely on a correlation of grapheme and phoneme in any particular instance. 
It is this third situation that I feel best explains the spelling variation in contact 
with liquids and nasals. One of the main phonetic processes involved is clearly 
deaspiratiori ; the reverse situation (graphemic tenuis aspirata for tenuis) may 
be partly due to hypercorrection — graphemic (back spelling) and in some 
cases phonological — or to morphophonemic spelling. Phonological hypercorrec-
tion can grow into a reactionary aspirating tendency as in the Rangpur dialect 
cited above: such a tendency would naturally be phonetically conditioned, 
but that is not the same as phonetically motivated. It is unclear to what extent 
T > TA (in so far as the spellings represent a linguistic reality) is a pure phonetic 
change in Etruscan rather than attributable to hypercorrect reaction against 
deaspiration.

However, as we shall now see from our discussion of the Latin transcriptions, 
even with these improvements the neutralization theory must be radically 
restricted for some, and maybe for all types of Etruscan.

2. Transcription evidence

The second category of evidence is the transcription evidence : for the most 
part this consists of Etruscan, or Latinized Etruscan names written in the Latin 
alphabet in inscriptions of the transitional period; the glosses and the spelling 
of the Greek loans in Etruscan provide less direct testimony.

The danger with transcription evidence is that a certain transliteration 
may quickly become standard orthographic practice and hence be used without 
phonetic value: it would follow that where Etruscan spelling is misleading for 
some, or worse, for all dialectal types, the transcription would be equally 
misleading. Although this possibility must always be kept in mind, there appears 
to be sufficient deviation from the original for us to have a reasonable degree 
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of confidence in the phonetic motivation of these transcriptions. A second 
difficulty is the necessity to determine whether a particular phenomenon is 
merely due to Latinization or actually reveals a phonetic trait proper to Etruscan. 
For instance a common reason for mediae in these transcriptions is that the 
Latin/Italic cognate of the Etruscan name had a media; discussions of the exi-
stence of mediae in Etruscan are misleading when thay throw together ap-
parently good examples such as Pa b a s s a  832 with instances like Vib in n ia  
682 (112) or Tr e b o  959 (113), where the media is simply a matter of Latinization 
and would appear whether the Etruscan original had a media or not.

In the majority of cases the Etruscan aspirate is transcribed by the Latin 
tenuis, optionally followed by the letter H; the Etruscan unaspirated stop, on 
the other hand, is trascribed either by the Latin tenuis or by the Latin media. 
Failure to add H in the transcription of an aspirate cannot be taken as sure evi-
dence for deaspiration in Etruscan (as I am afraid it has been) (114), since it 
could obviously be due to Latinization. Note e.g.: Th a n n ia  1859 (Ta n a  2182); 
Ha mpn h e (115) 4107 (Ha mc pn ia l  3406); Ac h o n iv s 3732 (Ac o n iv s 3731, Etr. 
Ayu) ; Al c h u  1433. It is particularly important that, in contact with sonants 
and s, where one theory postulates the aspirate as archiphoneme representative, 
the Latin transcriptions only show the aspirate where there is also evidence for 
it in Etruscan: Vo l c h a c ia  1440 (Vo l c a c ia  1471), Se t h r e i 708/9, Se t h r n e i 
2732/2, An c h a r ia  3452, 4216 (An c a r iv s 1694, Grk. Άγχάριος, see further 
ZGLE 122) : indeed none of the examples of stop after s is followed by H: Ca s po , 
Spa s po  etc. It will be objected that so far from disproving the aspirate as archi-
phoneme representative in these positions, this fact only goes to show that 
Latin transcriptions followed in the steps of traditional Etruscan spelling. 
However, when we go on to examine the transcription of the non-aspirates, 
we fmd that this objection is groundless. For (apart from a few exceptions) (116) 
where the Latin transcription permits a media, it is always to represent an original 
Etruscan tenuis and never to represent the aspirate: in other words deviation 
from Etruscan orthography, whether fossilized or not, is permitted (though 
not obligatory) where necessary. So if Larce and Larcna were really **Larye  
and **Laryna  hiding behind tradition or morphophonemic orthography, as 
the current neutralization theory would have us think, then it is surprising 
that the odd H has not slipped through in the Latin transcriptions to tell us so.

(112) E.g. De v o t o , Scritti Minori II, 1967, p. 276.
(113) E.g. Re ic h mu t h , Lateinischen Gentilicia, 1956, p. 25.
(114) See Sprache XVIII, 1972, p. 179.
(115) Cp. t a h n ia  724. It is interesting that one of the commonest spelling and print-

ing errors made by foreigners in English is the omission, erroneous addition and metathesis 
of h: words containing two h’s like Hamphne or English height are particularly susceptible.

(116) Discussed below.
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Nay, more! it is in just those positions where this theory assumes an aspirate 
that the transcription by a media is exceedingly common: La r g e  (see especially 
2108), La r g e n n a , Pe r g o ms n a  cp. Percumsna, Pe d r o s 2563/4 (Petrus), Co r s d l e  
beside Co r s t l i, Cl a n d iu s  4188 (Clante), Lu d n ia e  Fabr. I. 363 (Etr. Lutni 3779); 
note also that Arena, Verena, Vestrcna (originally Oscan) and Carena are Latinized 
Arg ima, Verginna, Vestergenna, Gargennius, while by contrast Taryna (aspi-
rate!) is transcribed Ta r c n a  never *T a r g n a  in the Tomba delle Iscrizioni, 
which seems to have the Latin letter G already (so Cristofani nos. 9 and 61, 
but not Fabretti 2355, 2390). Since, as just remarked, in comparable positions 
the aspirate is not transcribed by a media, and since H does occur in transcriptions 
in these phonetic contexts but only where the Etruscan original has the aspirate 
also, there is absolutely no reason not to adopt the obvious interpretation, 
namely that there WAS an overall phonemic opposition in contact with liquid 
and nasals, and that the non-aspirated member of the correlation had, in these 
contexts, an allophone that, whatever its precise phonetic nature, to Roman 
ears most resembled a Latin voiced stop.

Before attempting to formulate a theory accounting for these facts, and to 
reconcile it with the variation evidence, we must examine the appearance of 
mediae for Etruscan stops outside the position of contact withliquids and nasals. 
A quick check reveals that they occur both initially and intervocalically, more 
commonly in the latter position, type Od ie 1538 (cp. Utiesa 1026), Pa b a s s a , 
Pa b a t e ; moreover many of the word initial examples belong to special catego-
ries — thus unlike initial c plus vowel as in Ceicna: Caecina, Kilnei: Cilnius, 
initial er- tended to have a voiced stop, cp. Gr e b o  6118/9/90 (Crépus 6120), 
also Gresius (Etr. Cresa) but Cr a s n is a  2219 (Crespe is of course foreign). Another 
category is constituted by words with the structure initial velar stop plus vowel 
plus r plus velar stop, where after voicing in contact with r there seems to have 
been a tendency to regressive assimilation: Ga r g o s s a  for Etr. Carcusa with 
related Ga r g o n i, Lat. Gargennius, Etr. Karcuna TLE 36, Carena; cp. also Lat. 
Cercenius - Gergenius.

Now it is well known that a stop is from a phonetic point of view not simply 
voiced or unvoiced: rather there is an infinite gradation and a good deal of 
variation even within a dialect: thus English initial b is often partially and 
sometimes totally voiceless and could strike a foreigner as p. To explain the 
Latin transcriptions by the assumption that the Etruscan tenues were partially 
voiced or at least lenis in some forms of speech may not be entirely erroneous, 
but would require refinement in that it is clear that the voicing tendency was 
weak word initially (except for the two categories cited), rather less so intervoca-
lically and pretty strong in contact with liquids and nasals (all of which is 
very natural).

It is suggested that the following more complex solution, involving a sort 
of allophonic sliding scale is better able to account overall for the transcriptional 
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evidence. Word initially (117) the opposition between the two stop series 
was most commonly realized as follows:

TA T
+ asp — asp

(— voice) (— voice)

although some (neutralizing) deaspiration affected this position. On the other 
hand medially in voiced surroundings (especially in contact with liquids and 
nasals, and to a lesser extent intervocalically) there was a noticeable tendency 
for the stops to show the following allophonic realizations :

TA T
(— asp) (— asp)
— voice + voice

i.e. aspiration tended to be reduced and even eliminated in these contexts (as 
to a lesser extent in other contexts), but there was little confusion with the tenues 
since the neutralization that should have resulted from deaspiration was resisted 
by a correlated tendency for the tenues to become voiced or at least quite 
lenis: where the Latinization of an Etruscan name shows variation between a 
voiceless and voiced stop, this may reflect 1) varying reaction by Latin to partial 
voice or lenisness in Etruscan, or 2) dialectal or free alternation plus/minus 
voice in the Etruscan original, or 3) both. Therefore, in so far as the voicing 
tendency was carried through, the correlation of aspiration was replaced, or 
if you prefer realized, by a correlation of voice in certain phonetic contexts: 
contrast Petsna > Lat. Petissenus (voiceless context) with Petrni > Lat. Pe d e r n i 
(voiced context -tr). It follows that the above discussed variation between the 
Etruscan T and TA graphemes in voiced surroundings does n o t  reflect neutraliza-
tion but is due to free variation between the aspirated and unaspirated realiza-
tions of the TA.(i.e. between system with and system without the above sliding 
scale). As far as the voicing of the original tenues goes, there was neither motive 
nor mechanism for its graphemic representation; but the deaspiration of the 
original aspirates did produce graphemic variation.

At first sight it might appear strange that there should be such graphemic 
variation without loss of phonemic contrast in the positions of the most frequent 
occurrence of that variation, but this difficulty recedes once it is realized that, in 
voiced surroundings, the variation in spelling is due to a crossing or confusion 
of two systems, the conservative system and the innovative system:

(117) Mainly antevocalically ; for clusters see my forthcoming Latin consonant clusters.
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TA
conservative system

+ asp
(— voice)
— asp
(— voice)

innovative system
(— asp)
— voice

(~ asP)
+ voice

T

i.e. phonetic [It] is written It according to the conservative system and /θ accord-
ing to the innovative system: inde illae lacrimae. In contact with sibilants, on 
the other hand, there is some reason to suspect neutralization (the archiphoneme 
representative being a spirant or an unaspirated stop, as already noted by Trom-
betti (118), and not an aspirate as now often assumed), whence spelling variation; 
while initially and finally spelling variation is due to deaspiration and consequent 
graphemic and in some cases no doubt phonological hypercorrection. It is there-
fore perfectly possible to marry the variation evidence with the transcription 
evidence and there is no need to assume neutralization to explain the former 
in defiance of the latter.

It may of course be objected that the situation in 1st century Perugia is 
not evidence for that in 5th century Tarquinia, and that the nucleus of Latin 
transcriptions cited is chronologically and areally restricted. If this is so, the 
free variation theory outlined above will still apply to some types of Etruscan: 
in any case, on either view, variation in the spelling of the two stop series is 
explicable for all varieties of Etruscan without recourse to total neutralization 
in favour of the aspirate in any phonetic context.

To illustrate a sliding scale involving aspirates and provide a parallel for 
the situation just posited for Etruscan, one could cite the case of Danish, where 
in initial position the opposition between the two stop series is realized basically 
by aspiration as in Etruscan, in other positions it is neutralized, while in other 
positions again there is an opposition between (voiceless) stop and voiced spirant. 
An even closer parallel for such a sliding scale is offered by the Mexican language 
Tarascan, where, as noted above, voicing occurred only after nasals, at least 
before contact with Spanish, and aspiration only after juncture (ph-, -nip-·. p-, 
-mb-) (119).

Although voicing in voiced surroundings is a very natural phonetic ten-
dency, there is little reason to separate its manifestation in Etruscan from a similar 
tendency in Umbrian which does not affect all words: nt > nd (ander), nk > ng 
(iuengar), pr > br (abrof), tr > dr (adro); there is even some evidence for a very 
weak version of this isogloss as far south as Oscan: embratur « imperator », Aderì 
(Atelia), Sadiriis, Pael. Sadries. (120). Despite rather divergent distribution in

(118) Lingua Etr. §6: ‘l’aspirazione è impedita da un s precedente’.
(119) Fr ie d r ic h , Lang. XLVII, 1971, p. 849 ff.
(120) It would be very interesting if it were possible to prove that the voicing tendency 
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ancient and modern times, this isogloss in ancient central Italy clearly lies at 
the basis of similar voicing tendencies in Romance, on which see Straka (121). 
As for the gorgia toscana, this is not the place to discuss that problem; suffice 
it to say that there is no gorgia in just those phonetic contexts where the current 
theory posits the strongest tendency to aspiration (now generally spirantiza- 
tion) and I posit the strongest tendency to deaspiration.

Deaspiration considered in its historical context has naturally suggested 
to scholars the influence of a non-aspirating (presumably Italic) substratum (so 
Cortsen) (122), and there may well be some truth in this view.

As was mentioned above, there are a number of instances where an Etruscan 
aspirate is or seems to be transcribed by a Latin voiced stop, and these would 
appear to contradict our conclusions. However they do not in fact do so. We 
may immediately dismiss B for Etr. φ in Lib il e  2935 beside Th iph il ia  1585 
(Etr. Tifile 2934 from Greek Δίφιλος): either B transcribes an Etruscan voiced 
spirant (cp. No b o r s in ia  3864, Etr. Nufrzna 3714) and presumably represents a 
vulgar Latin spirant (for vulgarisms in Etrurian inscriptions of the transitinal 
period cp. Ha e r in a  - He r in a  1580/1), or it transcribes Tiple: St. Etr. XXXIV, 
1967, p. 322 with deaspiration in loan process or prior to it (Italic intermediary) 
and consequent liability to the voicing rule. The remaining examples all concern 
the dental; clear cases are: La r d ia  1068 beside La r t h ia , La r t ia ; La u t n id a  
2564; Da n a  819; see also 1434/5; ambiguous are Sv d e r n ia  874, Sa d n a l  874, 
Tid i 819 (123). (Etr. AuQnal 384 is Latinized Audennius, but Latin presumably 
used d because of the no doubt related Audius, Oscan Audits'). It is conceivable 
that the Latin grapheme D was sometimes used in the transitional period as a 
means of rendering Etruscan θ monographemically : θ is itself borrowed by the 
Latin alphabet in 873 appearing beside TH (Th a n ia  Sv Qe r n i <a  > Ar . F. Sa 0n a l ) 
but the fact that Θ is chosen medially and TH initially, as also the version of 874 
(Ta n ia  Sv d e r n ia  Sa d n a l ) suggest allophonic variation surfacing in Latin 
transcription. It is natural to suspect that medially θ was in this dialect a spirant,

was weaker in Southern Etruria than in Northern Etruria, as one might expect from an 
overall survey of the isogloss; this is a difficult line to pursue due to the unbalanced geo-
graphical distribution of the transitional inscriptions; something might be accomplished 
with Latinized names, e.g. s c a n d io  2717, s c a n d il io  1578, s c a n d il ia  1472, but Scantini 
Modena, Rimini and S. Etruria; Umbrian Scannius was subject to the further rule nd > nn.

(121) Rev. des langues rom. LXXI, 1953, p. 247 if; Rev. de Ling. Rom. XX, 1956, 
pp. 249-67.

(122) Gioita XXIII, 1935, p. 175 : if this is so, it is natural that it should be more wide-
spread among the lower classes.

(123) Because the Latin voiced stop may represent a) Etruscan θ original or hyper-
correct b) Etruscan original tenuis c) Etruscan tenuis arising by deaspiration and treated 
as an underlying representation for the loanword phonology rules. For Etr. TiQi St. Etr. 
XXXVI, 1969, p. 231 see Gia c o me l l i, Arch. Glott. It. LV, 1970, p. 91. 
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and voiced, whence Latin transcription with D (J is often a foreign substitute 
for English 9). The form Alesnas 5812 (beside AMna / Al[e]tna) is some evidence 
for this. Aspiration would thenbe subject to assault on two flanks: as in modern 
Indo-Aryan languages, it yields both to simple deaspiration and to spirantiza-
tion (124). The other possible explanation of D for θ, namely that Θ was an 
aspirated lenis in all contexts (125) and hence liable to transcription by the Latin 
media, is a possible but overall less satisfactory solution; it fits quite well with 
the equation Ose. Perkedne[is| > Etr. PerceQnei 4723 and with D for θ in ini-
tial position (Da n a ), but other explanations are available for both. To the extent 
that spirantization occurred, it represents a system whereby the correlation of 
aspiration is replaced by a correlation of occlusion and voice remains non-distinc- 
tive; hence there is no systemic resistance to voicing in voiced surroundings. No-
te that from a functional point of view spirantization, like voicing of the tenues, 
was a means of preserving contrasts endangered by the spread of deaspiration.

Spirantization of the aspirates should not be confused with spirantization 
of the tenues, which was in all likelihood limited to particular consonant clusters:

so k > χ I----- s (Ahsi) and p > f/----- ■
’r, Γ 
n

(w
at least in some words (126).

(124) cplavienas Orvieto 4944 is also worth citing.
(125) So d e Simo n e , Entleh. II, p. 182.
(126) Co r t s e n , Lyd 118: Hafure ~ Hapre and &efri ~ Qepri are not absolutely certain 

examples since they could reflect a variation b ~ v in early colloquial Latin.
Supplemental footnote·. It is only fair to add that those who think that Etruscan stops 

were aspirated in contact with liquids and s could cite some Latin evidence as due to an 
extension of this trend. When aspiration begins to be noted orthographically, it appears 
not only in Greek words but also in some Latin words, where it affects c and I: ‘ und dieser 
Umstand ist meines Erachtens Beweis genug, dass c, t vollkommen unabhänging von der 
eindringenden griechische Aussprache schon innerhalb des Lateinischen zur Aspiration 
neigten’ (Br a mb a c h , Orthographie, 1868, p. 287) : the usual view nowadays is that aspiration 
in words like pulcher is a hyper-Hellenism. For such a phenomenon cp. Sanketi (Krishna-
murti, Fstschr. Emeneau, p. 11); and Bidar Kannada (IL XXXII, 1971, p. 134), where there is 
strong influence of Urdu and Marathi: aspirated sounds from the latter in loanwords are kept 
and aspiration is even introduced into s o me unaspirated native Kannada words. A third pos-
sibility is that of a ‘ multiple causation ’, i.e. the limited acceptance of a local variation due to 
the prestige of a coincidentally supporting Greek model. It is a fact that in a number of the 
words for which the ancient grammarians discussed the question of an aspirate, the stop 
is in contact with a liquid: pulcher and the popularly related sepulchrum, lurcho, lachrima. 
That there really was an aspirated release of the consonant in pulchros etc. is clear from Ci-
cero, Orator 160, Te r . Sc a u r u s VII, 20.4 K, probably from the metathesis in sepulcrhtim 
CIL II, 3317, VI, 3452.6, 8942, and from Greek transcriptions Πολχερ, Πουλχερ in so far as 
these may be phonetic. That this contravened a basic rule of Latin phonotactics is clear from 
Va r r o ’s  reasoning reported by Ch a r is iu s  I. 73. .7K (‘pulchrum Varrò adspirari debere negat, 
ne duabus consonantibus media intercédât adspiratio ’, which incidentally provides further 
confirmation that aspiration in this word was fairly widespread) ; that it was a relatively
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Co n c l u s io n

The currently accepted explanation of T-TA variation in Etruscan spellings 
has relatively low statistical probability from a general linguistic point of view 
and assumes excessive « phonemic spelling ». In its place it is suggested that 
spelling variation is due to some or all of the following tendencies, all of which 
have good parallels in living languages: a) deaspiration of the aspirates, />) spi-
rantization of the aspirates (restricted), c) aspiration of the tenues, basically due to 
hypercorrection, d) voicing of the tenues in contact with sonants. The first and 
the last are due to contact with Italic, especially Umbrian speakers. Despite the 
neutralizing tendency of deaspiration, the overall phonemic opposition between 
T and TA was preserved in contact with liquids and nasals in many varieties 
of Etruscan at least; in contact with s there may indeed have been neutralization, 
but the archiphoneme representative was probably unaspirated.

An d r e w  Μ. De v in e

modern innovation is clear from Cicero loc. cit. ; that it seemed foreign from the suggestion 
of an ancient grammarian that pulcher was a loan from Greek Πολύχρους. For a connection 
with the Etruscan phenomenon, see e.g. So mme r  (Hdbch. 2/3, p. 201): ‘Kommen fremde 
Einflüsse bei dem Einführung der Aspiratae überhaupt in Frage, so ist der Infektionsherd 
demnach eher in Etrurien als in Hellas zu suchen ’. Cases are also found after nasals (triumphus; 
cp. d e Simo n e , Entleh. II, pp. 276, 278) and s (Prische VI, 34058 - hypercorrect spelling?).


